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Abstract— Magnetic resonance has become a backbone
of medical imaging but suffers from inherently low sensi-
tivity. This can be alleviated by improved radio frequency
(RF) coils. Multi-turn multi-gap coaxial coils (MTMG-CCs)
introduced in this work are flexible, form-fitting RF coils
extending the concept of the single-turn single-gap CC by
introducing multiple cable turns and/or gaps. It is demon-
strated that this enables free choice of the coil diameter,
and thus, optimizing it for the application to a certain
anatomical site, while operating at the self-resonance fre-
quency. An equivalent circuit for MTMG-CCs is modeled to
predict their resonance frequency. Possible configurations
regarding size, number of turns and gaps, and cable types
for different B0 field strengths are calculated. Standard
copper wire loop coils (SCs) and flexible CCs made from
commercial coaxial cable were fabricated as receive-only
coils for 3 T and transmit/receive coils at 7 T with diameters
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between 4 and 15 cm. Electromagnetic simulations are used
to investigate the currents on MTMG-CCs, and demonstrate
comparable specific absorption rate of 7 T CCs and SCs.
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), transmit efficiency, and active
detuning performance of CCs were compared in bench tests
and MR experiments. For the form-fitted receive-only CCs
at 3 T no significant SNR degradation was found as com-
pared to flat SCs on a balloon phantom. Form-fitted trans-
mit/receive CCs at 7 T showed higher transmit efficiency
and SNR. MTMG-CCs can be sized to optimize sensitivity,
are flexible and lightweight, and could therefore enable the
fabrication of wearable coils with improved patient comfort.

Index Terms— Coaxial cable, flexibility, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), MR physics, radio frequency (RF)
coils, transmission line resonator (TLR).

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MAGNETIC resonance imaging (MRI), radio frequency
(RF) coils are used to excite the nuclear magnetic moments,

and to receive the MR signal at the Larmor frequency ( fLarmor)
which is proportional to the static magnetic field (B0). RF coils
can be operated in receive-only mode if a separate transmit coil
is available. For clinical MRI systems up to 3 T, this is a high-
power body coil incorporated in the scanner bore. At ultra-
high field (UHF, ≥ 7 T) [1]–[3], no such whole-body transmit
coils are available. Therefore, transmit/receive (Tx/Rx) coils
are often employed at UHF. In general, the target field of
view (FOV) and penetration depth p determine the optimal
coil size to be chosen for a certain biomedical application.
Assuming a lossless circular coil, the coil diameter d0 should
equal 2p√

5
≈ p to achieve optimal SNR in depth p inside a

uniformly conductive sample [4]. Proximity to the target tissue
is key for high magnetic coupling, resulting in high receive
sensitivity and transmit efficiency. A high filling factor with
the RF coil placed close to the sample results in less variation
in coil performance due to varying loading conditions between
different subjects and/or applications. Coils form-fitted to the
average anatomy, e.g. for the human head, breast, calf or
finger [5]–[8], have already been implemented with rigid
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housings. However, weight, size and flexibility restrictions
as well as suboptimal form-fitting in some cases are the
drawbacks of these coils.

Flexible and stretchable RF coils are of great interest,
as they can be closely fitted to the anatomy. The degree of
flexibility depends on the respective design approach. Some
investigations focused on coils with mechanically adjustable
rigid or semi-flexible housing parts that can be wrapped around
a 2D curved body contour [9]–[16]. Further improvement
in flexibility was reached with printed and stitched coils on
flexible substrate or even elastic textile. Screen-printed MRI
coils [17] developed by Corea et al. have shown to be a reliable
alternative to bulky conventional coils with comparable SNR,
suitable especially for pediatric imaging [18]. Stretchable
Rx coils produced with copper braids [19], [20], meandered
conductors [21], liquid metal printed into neoprene support
material [22], liquid metal filled tubes [23], [24] or conductive
elastomers [25] mostly target wrist or knee imaging and offer
a truly wearable solution.

In other studies targeting the fabrication of flexible RF
coils, transmission line resonator (TLR) technology has been
extensively employed [26]–[38]. All these approaches have in
common that they are formed by at least two transmission
line segments separated by gaps in one of the conductors. The
TLR self-resonance is determined by the coil geometry and
material properties (loop diameter, wire and substrate width,
number of conductor turns and gaps, dielectric permittivity,
etc.). In contrast to printed or braided copper structures, the
advantage of self-resonant TLRs is that, ideally, e.g. when
inductively matched and used in Tx/Rx mode, no lumped
components with solder joints adding rigidity and losses
are required. With capacitive matching and cabled connec-
tion to the MR system and depending on the coil function
(Tx/Rx or Rx-only), still, some lumped components, e.g.
for active detuning, are required either at the coil feed port
or along the coil conductor. Initial MRI experiments with
single parallel-plate TLR elements by Gonord et al. were
conducted using a rigid dielectric substrate with a single-turn
single-gap (1T1G) conductor deposited on both sides of the
dielectric [39]. This was continued by the introduction of
single-turn multi-gap (1TMG) TLR design to allow for larger
coil diameters at UHF and multi-turn single-gap (MT1G) TLR
design for small coils at UHF [40], [41]. So far, different
flexible implementations of parallel-plate TLRs have been
proposed: Ginefri et al. used small implantable multi-turn
single-gap TLRs printed on a polymeric layer for rat brain
MRI at 7 T [31]. Frass-Kriegl et al. extended the design to
multi-turn multi-gap (MTMG) TLRs (MTMG-TLRs) which
considerably increased the degree of freedom in parallel-plate
TLR design [32]. Flexible coil arrays for 7 T were fabricated
with single-turn multi-gap TLRs [13], [16]. Recently, a TLR
structure of two parallel wire conductors encapsulated in a thin
loop of dielectric material was proposed by Stormont et al.,
which can be employed in blanket-like arrays [37].

Coaxial cable TLRs – with inner and outer conductor (cable
shield) separated by a dielectric and gaps intersecting both
conductors on opposite sides as for parallel-plate TLRs – have

already been proposed as self-resonant RF coils by Zabel et al.
for 1.5 T and Haziza et al. for low field [26], [27] and have
recently been patented [33]. Equally as the embedded parallel-
line TLRs in [37], coaxial coils (CCs) provide higher flexibility
than parallel-plate TLRs; since they can be bent along a 3D
curved body contour and therefore ideally form-fitted to the
anatomy of interest, even with large inter-subject variability.
Further, lightweight wearable array design and imaging of
moving body parts becomes possible. CCs are especially
interesting as some of the challenges arising in flexible coil
development seem to be alleviated: they demonstrate robust-
ness against coil deformation, load variation and inter-element
coupling (overlap change) in an array configuration [29],
[34], [38]. The re-occurring research interest in coaxial coil
design has clearly been inspired by previous work on “shielded
loop” (surface) [42], [43] and “coaxial cavity” (volume)
resonators [44].

In 2018, Zhang et al. proposed 1T1G – “high impedance”
– surface CCs to fabricate a wearable glove receive-array
for 3 T MRI [34]. As the self-resonance frequency of a
1T1G-CC is given by the coil diameter and the properties of
the chosen coaxial structure, the coil design is limited to one
specific coil diameter in order to tune the self-resonance of
the CC to the desired Larmor frequency. In the supplementary
material of [34], the possibility to slightly vary the coil
diameter with different cable properties, i.e. the dielectric
constant of the substrate, cable thickness and characteristic
cable impedance (depending on the ratio between outer and
inner conductor thickness) is shortly discussed. No strict
criteria to maintain flexibility were applied, i.e. also rigid
dielectrics and cable thicknesses > 1 cm were considered,
but still, the range of accessible diameters was very limited
and not necessarily the optimum for a given anatomical
application. With 1T1G-CCs, e.g. 1H MRI of the breast can be
realized at 3 T with a required coil diameter of approximately
8-10 cm to achieve the desired penetration depth. However,
at 7 T, the 1T1G-CC diameter is restricted to a maximum of
around 4-6 cm which can be suitable for human wrist/hand
MRI or ex-vivo small animal imaging [30], [36] whereas
at 1.5 T, the 1T1G-CC diameter is constrained to a mini-
mum of 14-23 cm, only suitable e.g. for abdomen or pelvis
imaging [35].

The purpose of this work is to explore the size limits of
1T1G-CCs and introduce and examine the extended design
concept of coaxial coils with more than one gap and/or
cable turns – multi-turn multi-gap CCs (MTMG-CCs) – as
proposed by Laistler and Moser [45]. Some publications have
suggested [46] or proven [29] the feasibility of introducing
multiple gaps (at arbitrary positions) in the coaxial coil
conductor to tune the surface coil to a desired resonance
frequency. However, to the knowledge of the authors, this
approach has never been investigated more systematically.
Based on parallel-plate MTMG-TLRs [32], the goal is to
increase the degrees of freedom in coaxial coil design, i.e.
to allow for free choice of the CC diameter at any B0 field to
optimize the coil elements for the target application, which is
not possible with 1T1G-CCs.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. MTMG-CC Design Theory

In Fig. 1a, examples of CC layouts showing equidistant
inner and outer gap positioning with one or multiple turns
and/or gaps are given. The coil and cable parameters are
specified in Fig. 1b and the equivalent circuit of a CC with an
arbitrary number of turns and gaps is sketched in Fig. 1c.

In order to design and fabricate a CC, self-resonant at
the target Larmor frequency, it is useful to formulate the
resonance condition based on an equivalent circuit model.
In measurements, the self-resonance can be determined induc-
tively with a pick-up probe; in that case the CC can be seen
as a series resonant circuit consisting of the impedances of the
transmission line segments, and the inductance and resistance
of the outer surface of the coax shield.

It is noteworthy that in a CC three distinct conductor parts
can be identified, as illustrated in Fig. 1b: iC, the surface of the
inner conductor; oCi, the inner surface of the outer conductor,
and oCo, the outer surface of the outer conductor. The latter
two are separated due to the skin effect at high frequencies
and are only connected at the outer gaps. This way, the CC
can be seen as transmission line segments formed by iC and
oCi, interconnected via the inductance represented by oCo.

The total impedance Z tot can, therefore, be estimated by the
following equations:

Xshield (ω) = n2
t ωμ0

d0

2

[
ln

(
8d0

d1

)
− 2

]
(1)

XTL (ω) = −Z0cot

(
ωl

√
εr

c0

)
(2)

Z tot (ω) = R + i
(
Xshield (ω) + 2ng X TL (ω)

)
(3)

The inductive reactance Xshield is the classical approxi-
mation of the inductance of a conductive loop of the same
diameter and thickness as oCo and is proportional to the
squared number of turns (nt) of the coaxial cable. The reac-
tance XTL of each transmission line segment is calculated
with the classical formula for a lossless open-ended coaxial
stub. The imaginary part of the total impedance Z tot is the
sum of the reactances of the outer shield and 2ng (twice
the number of gaps) transmission line segments in series.
The resonance condition is met, when the imaginary part of
Z tot disappears. Multiple resonances occur as the coaxial stub
reactance alternates periodically with λ/4 between capacitive
and inductive. In this work, only coils operated close to their
first self-resonant mode f0 are considered. The motivation to
do so will be explained based on electromagnetic simulations
in results section C.

From equations (1)-(3), the resonance frequency of the CC
can be calculated in dependence of the coil diameter d0, the
number of turns nt and gaps ng, and the cable properties εr, d1,
and Z0. The characteristic impedance Z0 of a coaxial structure
can be approximated and depends on the diameters of inner
(d2) and outer (d1) conductor and the dielectric properties:

Z0 = 1

2μ

√
μ0

ε0εr
ln

(
d1

d2

)
(4)

Fig. 1. Examples of gap positioning with 1-3 turns and 1-3 gaps (a),
coaxial cable parameters (b), equivalent circuit model for an arbitrary
number of turns (c), ng, nt …number of gaps and turns, d 0…coil
diameter, l…length of one coaxial stub, d 1…outer diameter of outer
conductor of coaxial cable, d 2…diameter of inner conductor, εr…relative
permittivity, Z 0…characteristic cable impedance (Ω), X shield…inductive
reactance of the outer surface of the coax shield, X TL…reactance of
one coaxial stub (capacitive at resonance), R…resistance (ohmic coil
losses). Although positioning of the port, depicted as a voltage source in
(a), at the inner or outer gap would be equivalent in theory, it was always
placed at inner gaps due to engineering considerations.

where μ0 is the permeability of free space and ε0 is the
vacuum permittivity. For calculations in this work, Z0 values
given in the coaxial cable’s data sheets were used and gap
widths of 5 mm were taken into account for coaxial stub
lengths. The high impedance of the CC (c.f. “high impedance
coil (HIC)”, Zhang et al. [34]) appears if the inner conductors
at an inner gap are viewed as the coil port, since the first two
coaxial stubs are then connected in parallel to the port and a
parallel resonant circuit is formed (see also the schematic in
Fig. 1c).

Since the electric and magnetic fields of a coaxial trans-
mission line are confined to its inside, the part of the CC
interacting with the environment is the outer surface of the
shield, oCo. In the receive case, voltage is induced on the
shield and, therefore, across the outer gap. In the transmit
case, the excitation voltage at the CC port produces a current
flow on the shield, which in turn creates the B+

1 field.

B. Extension of Achievable Coil Diameter Range

To illustrate the extension of the achievable coil diame-
ter range with MTMG-CCs as compared to 1T1G-CCs, the
achievable coil diameters d0 with self-resonant CCs were
calculated using realistic value ranges for all coil and cable
parameters (εr, d1, Z0, nt , ng, B0). The reasoning for the limits
for each parameter is detailed in Table I.

Using equations (1)-(3), numerical forward calculation of
the resonance frequency f0 was done in Matlab 2017b (The
Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The parameter ranges
from Table I were discretized for the calculations: the coil
diameter range was sampled in 0.5 mm steps from 28.5
to 300 mm, resulting in 544 diameters. Five different cable
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Fig. 2. MTMG-CC selection with commercial coaxial cables, specifying cable parameters (Z 0, d 1, εr) and references.

TABLE I
PARAMETER SPACE AND INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS CONSIDERED IN

THE CALCULATION OF THE ACHIEVABLE COIL DIAMETER RANGE FOR

MTMG-CC VS. 1T1G-CCS

parameter sets (each determined by εr, d1, Z0) were defined:
two of these parameter sets were chosen to yield the minimum
and maximum coil diameter, respectively, and three other cable
parameter sets were added with intermediate parameter values.
All 100 combinations of nt ≤ 10 and ng ≤ 10 were used. From
the resulting 544 × 5 × 10 × 10 = 272 000 coil variants,
only the solutions obeying the inequality constraints regarding
nt and ng from Table I, and those with resonance frequencies
close to one of the five target Larmor frequencies (maximum
± 1 % deviation) were retained. The result of this theoretical
approach is a range of possible coil diameters d0 for each
nt /ng CC configuration and B0 field strength.

C. Realistic Coil Designs and Fabrication

In a second step, a more practical approach was pursued
to select and fabricate CCs that are useful for different
applications, and feasible in terms of non-magnetic flexible
coaxial cable availability and geometry. The process to extract
suitable CC solutions from the many calculations described in
section B is summarized in Fig. 2.

For RF coils in the sample dominated noise regime, the
SNR-optimum for a target penetration depth p is obtained with
a d0 approximately equal to p [4], the following four target
coil diameters with respective possible biomedical applications
were chosen: 4 cm (skin, hand, wrist), 7 cm (elbow, ankle,
breast, head), 10 cm (breast, head, knee) and 15 cm (heart,
abdomen). Further, 6 non-magnetic commercially available

coaxial cable types were selected. For all cables, the outer
conductor (shield) is thick enough to separate the currents
on oCi and oCo over a frequency range from 50-500 MHz.
The skin depth is always at least a factor of 10 smaller than
the shield thickness. The steps to calculate d0 for each target
Larmor frequency, within a parameter space given by the cable
types and ng/nt configurations, were the same as described
in section B. Solutions with ± 1 cm maximum d0 deviation
from the target value and self-resonance frequency deviating
± 10 % from fLarmor were kept. From these, the designs
with the least number of gaps and turns were selected, since
each gap is a potential breaking point even if covered with
heat shrink tubing. Also, flexibility is reduced by soldering
of the shield at inner gaps, heat shrink tubing, and by the
number of turns. As a result, for each target field strength B0
and target coil diameter d0, one CC design was found that
could be fabricated out of one of the 6 coaxial cable types,
accepting the mentioned slight deviations between fLarmor and
the calculated f0.

In this study, the 3 and 7 T 1H coils from this design
set were fabricated. The resulting eight (MTMG-)CCs had
diameters of 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm, nt,max = 2 and ng,max = 5,
and were fabricated from five different coaxial cables. Exact
CC configurations and used cable types are detailed in results
section B. For comparison, rigid standard coils (SCs) fabri-
cated out of 1 mm copper wire and the same coil diameters as
the CCs were constructed. All coils were tested on the bench
and in MRI. For 3 T, Rx-only coils and for 7 T Tx/Rx coils
were constructed.

Photographs and respective interface schematics of all fab-
ricated coils are shown in Fig. 3. The interfacing circuitry at
the coil port includes components for fine-tuning, matching
and active detuning (AD) with PIN diodes (DH80106-10N,
Cobham, Wimborne, UK) to decouple the 3 T Rx-only coils
during transmission. A low-noise preamplifier (Hi-Q.A. Inc.,
Carleton Place, Ontario, Canada) was placed directly after
the matching network of 3 T Rx-only coils. At 7 T, a trans-
mit/receive (T/R) switch (Stark Contrast, Erlangen, Germany)
with integrated low-noise preamplifier (Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany) was used to interface the coil to the
scanner.

Rx-only CC interfaces were designed with a tuning inductor
LT which shifts the resonance to a higher frequency. In the
loaded case, self-resonances f0 of the CCs were generally
lower than fLarmor and a residual capacitive imaginary part of
the impedance appeared at resonance that could be compen-
sated with an inductor, as also explained in [34].
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TABLE II
POSSIBLE CC CONFIGURATION (ntTngG) AND CABLE TYPE (IN PARENTHESIS, SEE FIG. 2) PER B0 AND COIL DIAMETER d0

Fig. 3. Photographs of fabricated Rx-only CCs (a) and SCs (b) for 3 T
and Tx/Rx CCs (c) and SCs (d) for 7 T and respective interface circuit
schematics for tuning, matching and active detuning (only at 3 T). Note
that the coils are only placed inside each other for the photograph, they
are operated separately.

A tuning capacitor CT instead of LT would add to the coax-
ial stub capacitance (XTL) and could therefore be used to lower
the frequency if the self-resonance was higher than the target
fLarmor. Note that in work of Ruytenberg et al. [28], [38],

purely capacitive tuning and matching is used for 10 cm Tx/Rx
CCs with a first self-resonance of ≈ 110 MHz (see simulated
and calculated values shown in Table II for a 10 cm 1T1G,
cable A). For this coil example, with a tuning capacitor across
the coil port (Fig. 1), the first parallel resonance mode mea-
sured across the port shifts to tens of MHz, whereas the second
resonance mode shifts closer to the desired Larmor frequency,
i.e. around 300 MHz. Therefore, due to the multiple reso-
nances of a CC originating from the coaxial stub impedance
behavior, the 1T1G-CC with a self-resonance f0 < fLarmor
used in [28], [38] can still be tuned and matched to 297.2 MHz
with only capacitive components. To compare coil designs and
motivate the use of a coil with an f0 as close as possible
to fLarmor, the current distribution and amplitude along the
oCo, depending on the coil geometry and operation frequency,
was analyzed using electromagnetic simulation of the above-
mentioned example of a 10 cm 1T1G-CC ( f0 < fLarmor)
compared to a 1T2G-CC used in this study ( f0 ≈ fLarmor), for
fLarmor = 297.2 MHz.

The determination of values for LT and matching capacitors
(CM) for all CCs relied on S11 measurements of the unmatched
and untuned loaded CC at the coil port using a vector network
analyzer (VNA, E5071C, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). S11
measurements were exported for circuit simulation in ADS
(Keysight Technologies Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) where
tuning (to fLarmor) and matching (< −40 dB) components
were determined. Inner gaps were constructed by cutting out
≈5 mm length of the inner conductor and to keep stability
and a round coil shape, either heat shrink tubing was placed
over the inner conductors close to the gap position or the inner
conductors were bent away from the coil (with their isolating
layer, especially with thin cables) and the outer conductors
were soldered back together. Then again, heat shrink tubing
was placed over the soldered outer conductor. Heat shrink tub-
ing was also placed over the outer gaps for electrical insulation
and mechanical stability. In CCs with multiple turns, insulating
tape was wrapped around all cable turns to prevent f0 shifts
due to changes in the relative position of the individual cable
turns.

The copper wire SCs were capacitively tuned (CTM) and
matched (CM) and segmented by tuning capacitors along the
loop at a length of maximum ≈ λ/10 to limit losses due to
high electric fields [47].
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D. Electromagnetic Simulations

Simulations of all implemented CCs were performed using
the finite element solver of CST Studio Suite 2020 (Dassault
Systèmes, Paris, France). Curved surfaces were approximated
using second order finite elements. For accurate results, adap-
tive mesh refinement was used, with the S-parameter conver-
gence criterion set to 0.001. Broadband results were generated
using the general-purpose broadband sweep method of CST
with a maximum S-parameter interpolation error of 0.001,
which allowed to extract a broadband response between 50 and
500 MHz using approximately 10 frequency samples. In a first
simulation run, the self-resonances f0 of the unloaded coax
loops were determined by finding the first local maximum of
|Z |. In a second run, 3D current monitors were placed at these
frequencies in addition to monitors covering the respective
target Larmor frequency. Subsequently, surface current density
(K = dI /dl) as well as S-matrices were exported for further
analysis. Forward power was set to 0.5 W. Multi-turn coils
were modeled as helical structures, where outbound wires at
the start and end were used in order to close the coil without
crossing the coaxial line in between (Fig. 6b). Further, CCs
and SCs designed for Tx/Rx use at 7 T were simulated in
loaded configuration. The box-shaped phantom dimensions
were adapted depending on the coil diameter (4d0 cm ×
4d0 cm × 25 cm), electrical properties set to a conductivity
of σ = 0.6 S/m and permittivity of εr = 80 and the phantom
placed at 0.5 cm from the coil.

Post-processing of the simulated data was performed with
Matlab 2017b. Simulations were scaled to 1 W accepted input
power (Pacc), taking into account the respective reflection
coefficients (S11) from simulation. The surface current density
K was analyzed on the three mentioned conductor parts iC,
oCi, and oCo. The surface current I was derived by integrating
K over volumes along the structures of a length of 1 mm.
Multiplication with the respective conductor diameter yields
the surface current I . The outbound wires for the multi-turn
CCs were excluded from the surface current evaluation. Spe-
cific absorption rate (SAR) was calculated pointwise and 10 g
averaged from simulated E-field data over the whole phantom.
Maximum intensity projections (MIPs) of the point SAR in
the coronal plane, i.e. parallel to the coil plane, and SAR
efficiency (B+

1 /
√

max. 10g SAR) maps in all planes (sagittal
and transversal through the coil’s center, coronal at a distance
d0/4 from the coil) were calculated for 7 T CCs and SCs.
Maximum 10 g and point SAR values per 1 W Pacc were
extracted and mean transmit efficiency (mean B+

1 /
√

P) as
well as mean SAR efficiency (mean B+

1 /
√

max. 10g SAR)
were calculated in a half-spherical volume of interest with its
center at the coil center, and a diameter equal to d0 to yield
quantitative measures for comparison between CCs and SCs.

E. Bench Measurements

Phantoms used in bench tests and MRI experiments are
shown in Fig. 4. A 5- or 25-liter container phantom (Fig. 4a)
was used for measurements where the coils were placed in
a flat configuration on the phantom surface. Measurements
with bent coils were performed using a 3D-printed holder-set

Fig. 4. Bench and MR measurement set-up: container phantoms used
for flat measurements (a), holders with PTFE plate and balloon phantom
to simulate two bending scenarios (b), phantom volumes used per coil
size and coil position (c).

up with slits to place a bent polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
sheet and balloon phantoms of different sizes depending
on the target application and bending radius (Fig. 4b). The
average bending case (“half-bent”) was defined as opposite
coil conductor ends spanning a 90◦ angle and in the maximum
assumed bending case (“bent”), coil ends span a 180◦ angle
in the cross-section, as shown in Fig. 4b.

All phantoms were filled with saline solution (1.6 g NaCl/l
deionized water) with a DC conductivity of 0.2 S/m, and doped
with 1 ml/l Gd-based contrast agent to shorten acquisition
time. For 3 T measurements, all coils were directly placed on
or under the phantom. The same applies for 7 T measurements,
except for the 15 cm coils, which were placed at 1 cm distance
from the sample using a foam spacer, in order to reduce
loading.

Bench tests were performed using the VNA. First, the self-
resonance frequency of CCs was measured inductively with a
decoupled double-loop probe (baseline value < −80 dB) [48]
without interface. SCs were tuned by distributed capacitors.
Inductive measurements were performed with SCs and CCs
in flat position and CCs in half-bent and bent position.
For these coil setups, the unloaded and loaded resonance
frequency ( f0,u and f0,l) and quality factor (Q0,u and Q0,l),
respectively, were determined. Copper wire SCs cannot be
reversibly bent, therefore, only CCs were investigated in bent
configuration.

Coils with interfaces were connected to the VNA via their
50 � matching circuit and using a custom-built test rig to
mimic the MR scanner’s coil connectors including DC supply
to switch either the AD circuit or the transmit/receive switch.
All coils were initially tuned and matched in flat position
on the container phantom with a volume listed in Fig. 4c.
S-parameter measurements (S11 in dB) of the matching level
at fLarmor were carried out to track changes during CC
bending and characterize the behavior in two different bending
scenarios with different balloon phantom sizes, also measuring
f0,l and Ql. In a next step, the coils were re-tuned and
re-matched to be used in either flat position (SC) or bent
position (CC) on a balloon phantom (see Fig. 4b). Again, the
matching level at fLarmor and Qloaded was measured. With the
test rig, the functioning of AD components in the Rx-only coils
was verified: for SCs the AD circuit was tuned to fLarmor to
efficiently block currents at this frequency and for CCs, the
switching of all PIN diodes between tuned and detuned state
was checked.
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Fig. 5. Possible CC diameters (d 0) at the 1H Larmor frequency for 5
different common field strengths using realistic coil and cable parameters
(see Table I). The diameters that can be achieved with 1T1G coils are
marked in yellow, the diameters only accessible with multiple turns and/or
gaps are marked in blue. Due to the discrete nature of some of the
parameters, small voids in the diameter ranges at 9.4 and 10.5 T can
be observed.

F. MRI Experiments

MRI experiments were carried out on a 3 T and a 7 T MR
scanner (Prisma Fit and 7 T Magnetom, Siemens Healthineers,
Erlangen, Germany) in the following setups: SCs and CCs
in flat position on a container phantom, and SCs in flat and
CCs in bent position on a balloon phantom. The aim was to
compare CCs and SCs in terms of SNR performance (3 T and
7 T), and evaluate transmit efficiency (7 T only).

At 3 T, gradient-echo (GRE) images were acquired in a
transversal slice through the coil center (scan parameters:
TR/TE = 50/10 ms, FOV = 290 × 290 mm2, 0.6 × 0.6 mm2

in-plane resolution, 6.5 mm slice thickness). Data from GRE
scans were used to calculate SNR maps and to evaluate SNR
in a circular ROI with diameter d0/4 centered underneath the
coil. The distance D between coil and ROI center was 1, 2.5,
4 and 5.5 cm for the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm coil, respectively.
Relative SNR difference maps for the CC vs. the SC on a
balloon phantom were calculated as SNRCC/SNRSC − 1.

To determine the reliability of AD circuits in CCs and SCs,
we performed flip angle mapping with and without the Rx
coil present in flat position, using the body coil for Tx/Rx.
From these data, the relative flip angle difference maps with
vs. without Rx coil were calculated. Efficient decoupling from
the body coil in Rx-only CCs has already been demonstrated
in single-gap CCs [34]. To test this for coils with multiple
gaps, measurements of the flip angle distribution (saturated
Turbo FLASH [49]) with and without the detuned MTMG
coil present were performed. The transmission decoupling
performance of the coil with the highest number of gaps in the
study (2T5G-CC) with only one pair of detuning PIN diodes at
the coil port, was compared to another one with a pair of PIN
diodes at each of the inner gaps. In the latter case, at every
outer gap an RF choke (1812CS, Coilcraft, Cumbernauld, UK)

was placed to provide the DC connection for biasing the PIN
diodes (see photograph in Fig. 3a).

At 7 T, flip angle maps in the central sagittal slice were
acquired, using the saturated Turbo FLASH method [49]. The
excitation pulse amplitude Vref was adjusted to achieve an
average flip angle of 90◦ in a ROI with diameter d0/4 and
the ROI center at a distance D from the coil center in flat
position (D = 1, 2, 2.2, 2.7 cm for the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm
coil, respectively). For the balloon phantom and the SC in
flat or the CC in bent position, the pulse amplitude Vref was
again adjusted to obtain a 90◦ flip angle in the same ROI.
B+

1 /
√

P maps, i.e. the RF transmit field normalized to the
input power, indicating the transmit efficiency, were calculated
from flip angle maps and the respective pulse parameters. GRE
images were also acquired in the central sagittal slice (scan
parameters: TR/TE = 50/4.8 ms, in-plane resolution 0.5 ×
0.5 mm2, FOV = 256 × 256 mm2, 3 mm slice thickness).
As the flip angle in the ROI was kept constant for each coil
setup, SNR evaluation in the same ROI allows comparison of
the coil’s receive sensitivity contribution only. Relative SNR
and B+

1 /
√

P difference maps for the CC versus the SC on a
balloon phantom were calculated.

III. RESULTS

A. Extension of Achievable Coil Diameter Range

Fig. 5 illustrates the possible coil size ranges for 1T1G
(yellow) versus MTMG-CCs (blue) within the chosen para-
meter space detailed in Table I. As can be seen, 1T1G-CCs
are limited to large coils at low field and small coils at high
field. Allowing for multiple turns and/or gaps, the possible
diameter range starts at approximately 3 cm for all B0 field
strengths. The range is almost continuous up to 30 cm in
diameter and discontinuities only appear at ultra-high field.
In practice, commercially available coaxial cables only cover
the assumed continuous range for permittivity and cable
diameter discretely, and therefore obviously leading to discrete
achievable CC diameters. These, however, still offer sufficient
freedom in choice of the coil size to obtain results close to the
target coil size. On the right side of Fig. 5, the arrows indicate
how coil and cable parameters influence the coil size.

B. Realistic Coil Designs

In Table II, realistic design parameters for the fabrication of
CCs made from non-magnetic commercially available flexible
coaxial cable types are listed for different B0 fields and
target d0 with their self-resonance as close as possible to the
target fLarmor. The deviations from the measured resonance
frequency are < 13.9 % for calculated and < 6.9 % for the
simulated values. Note that the values for f0,meas here differ
from the unloaded values in supplementary Table I,1 since they
were obtained without AD components or interface connector
on the coil.

1Supplementary materials are available in the supporting documents /mul-
timedia tab.
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Fig. 6. Surface current density and surface current simulation results.
Two representative simulation results are shown to depict the coaxial
coils’ behavior for a (a) single turn single gap, (1T1G, d 0 = 10 cm, f 0 =
109 MHz) and (b) a multi turn multi gap (2T5G, d 0 = 15 cm, f 0 =
115.6 MHz) at their respective self-resonances f 0. The surface current
densities K at f 0 are depicted as 3D plots for iC, oCi, and oCo, scaled to
their individual maximum. The corresponding magnitudes of the surface
currents |I| along the coil windings are shown as line plots, starting from
0 at the feed point to nt × 2π in the case of iC and oCi. The current on oCi
has opposite direction to its mirror-current on iC. For oCo, the surface
current was integrated over all turns, since this represents the effective
current seen at distance from the coil, and the plot only goes to 2π. The
feeding and necessary connecting structures to avoid self-intersection of
the geometry are depicted in grey/black.

C. Electromagnetic Simulations

Fig. 6 shows simulation results of a 1T1G (a) and a MTMG
(b) CC at their respective self-resonances f0. Results for all
investigated coils (blue area in Table II) at their target Larmor
frequency fLarmor are shown in supplementary Fig. 11. The
typical transmission line behavior can be observed for iC and
oCi, where the current on iC is the mirror-current of the current
on oCi, with a maximum in current density magnitude at each
outer gap and a zero at each inner gap. However, the current
along oCo, which corresponds to the effective current seen at
distance from the coil, is rather constant along the conductor.

The motivation to use a CC with a first self-resonance as
close as possible to the Larmor frequency which is the case
for all MTMG-CCs employed in this work, is illustrated with
the example shown in Fig. 7. Both coils have a diameter of
10 cm and are simulated at a Larmor frequency of 297.2 MHz.
The 1T1G-CC geometry was chosen according to details given
in [38] (cable A) and has a simulated f0,sim of 109.0 MHz.
The 1T2G-CC used in this work has an f0,sim of 276.2 MHz
(see Table II). Simulation results of the surface current density
and surface current I in Fig. 7 are in agreement with the ones

Fig. 7. Surface current density and surface current simulation results
for a 10 cm 1T1G-CC compared to a 1T2G-CC of same size.

Fig. 8. Point SAR MIPs (W/kg) and SAR efficiency (B+
1 /

√
W/kg) maps

calculated from EM simulation results for a 10 cm CC and SC used at
7 T.

shown for the 1T1G-CC in [38] and demonstrate that, scaled
to 1 W accepted power, I along the oCo is higher in amplitude
and more homogeneous for the 1T2G-CC.

SAR simulations targeted the comparison between SCs and
CCs used in Tx/Rx mode at 7 T. Fig. 8 shows a representative
simulation result for a 10 cm CC and SC, i.e. SAR MIPs in the
coronal (xz) plane and SAR efficiency maps in a transversal
and sagittal slice through the coil center as well as in a
coronal slice (at a distance of 2.5 cm from the coil). The
coaxial coil in this example has two gaps and the standard
coil is segmented by three capacitor “gaps”. In supplementary
Fig. 21, SAR simulation results for all CCs and SCs (8 in
total) are presented. Table III summarizes maximum local 10 g
SAR, maximum point SAR, mean transmit (TE) and mean
SAR (SE) efficiency values for all 7 T CC and SCs. All maps
and parameters are very similar for the 7, 10 and 15 cm SCs
and CCs. The 4 cm SC has slightly lower maximum local 10 g
SAR and higher mean TE, i.e. also higher SE than the CC,
although still comparable in performance (see supplementary
Fig. 21).

D. Bench Measurements

Bench measurement results for 3 T and 7 T SCs and CCs
without and with interface, different coil positions, and tuning
and matching configurations are summarized in supplementary
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TABLE III
7 T SIMULATION RESULTS FOR ALL CCS AND SCS

Table I1. For Rx-only CCs at 3 T with multiple gaps (7 and
15 cm CCs), AD PIN diodes lead to a relatively low Qu due
to added ohmic losses but CCs still operate in the sample
noise dominated domain. From Qu and Ql values measured
for CCs in flat position without interface, we can conclude that
the frequency-normalized coil losses RC scale with d0n2

t and
the frequency-normalized sample losses RS scale with d3

0 n2
t in

accordance with equations 8 and 9 given in [50]. Generally,
Qu of CCs is comparable or lower as for SCs and Ql of CCs
is comparable or higher as for SCs. Therefore, the Q-ratio
(Qu/Ql) is mostly lower for CCs than for SCs. At both 3 and
7 T, for both coil types, different coil setups (flat, half-bent,
bent) and phantom volumes (container, balloons) the Q-ratios
were always superior to 2, demonstrating coil operation in a
sample noise dominated regime.

In flat and loaded coil configuration, SCs and CCs with their
interfaces were tuned to the respective fLarmor and matched to
a level better than −18.4 dB. During CC bending, either to
half-bent or bent position, f0,l increases. Thus, matching at
fLarmor is degraded. The higher Ql and the higher � f0,l, the
stronger the observed degradation in matching. For some CCs,
re-tuning and re-matching to the balloon phantom is indispens-
able. The CCs with 15 cm diameter at 3 T and the ones with
7, 10, and 15 cm at 7 T were acceptably matched even during
strong bending (assuming a threshold of −8 dB/15 % reflected
power). During re-tuning and re-matching of SCs in flat and
CCs in bent position on the balloon phantom, matching levels
better than −15 dB were reached.

E. MRI Experiments

At 3 T, flip angle mapping results with a 2T5G-CC using
an AD circuitry consisting of PIN-diodes shorting inner and
outer conductor only at the coil port (see circuit scheme in
Fig. 3a) reveal non-sufficient decoupling of Rx and body coil
with relative flip angle changes of over 60 % shown in Fig. 9b.
With an AD network consisting of a set of PIN diodes at
every inner gap and RF chokes connecting the outer gaps
(Fig. 9a), reliable AD is ensured as any residual resonances
are eliminated (Fig. 9c). For all SCs and CCs used in this
study, the relative flip angle difference without vs. with Rx
coil present is < 10 – 20 % over the whole phantom.

3 T SNR maps are presented in Fig. 10. All images shown
in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 were cropped to the respective coil size.
In flat position, the average SNR in a circular ROI is lower
for CCs as compared to SCs (−48.6 %, −33.9 %, −28.2 %

Fig. 9. Active detuning components with multiple gaps (arbitrary nt): (a)
inner gaps need to be shorted by PIN diodes and outer gaps connected
by RF chokes. Relative flip angle difference maps for a 2T5G 15 cm
diameter CC at 3 T (b) detuned only at the port or (c) at every inner gap.

Fig. 10. 3 T MRI results, SNR maps in the central transversal slice for the
4, 7, 10 and 15 cm SC and CC in flat position on a container phantom
and the SC in flat and the CC in bent position on a balloon phantom,
relative SNR difference maps.

and −17.1 % for the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm CC, respectively).
Using the CC bent to the balloon phantom compared to a flat
SC results in a moderate SNR gain or slightly lower SNR in
the ROI (−2.3 %, +10.8 %, +7.0 % and −5.7 % for the 4,
7, 10 and 15 cm CC, respectively), as also shown in relative
SNR difference maps in Fig. 10.

At 7 T, transmit efficiency B+
1 /

√
P maps presented in

Fig. 11a show good comparability of SCs and CCs in flat
measurements as the same pulse amplitude was needed for
SCs and CCs to achieve a 90◦ average flip angle in the circular
ROI (Vref = 25, 63, 130 and 200 V for the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm
coils, respectively). B+

1 /
√

P between CC and SC only slightly
differs by +2.5 % (4 cm), +3.2 % (7 cm), −0.8 % (10 cm)
and −2.4 % (15 cm). On the balloon phantom, with the SC
in flat position and the CC bent to the balloon, lower Vref
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Fig. 11. 7 T MRI results, B+
1 /

√
P maps (a) and SNR maps (b) in the central sagittal slice for the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm SC and CC in flat position on a

container phantom and the SC in flat and the CC in bent position on a balloon phantom, relative B+
1 /

√
P and SNR difference maps (CC vs. SC on

balloon phantom).

than for flat measurements on the container were required to
achieve 90◦ average flip angle in the ROI (Vref,SC = 12.5, 44,
123, 193 V and Vref,CC = 11, 38, 112, 160 V). CCs in bent
configuration showed higher transmit efficiency than the flat
SC with a gain in B+

1 /
√

P of +17.1 %, +14.8 %, +9.1 %
and +21.9 % for the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm CC, respectively
(Fig. 11a). 7 T SNR maps demonstrate that, in flat position,
the average SNR in a circular ROI is comparable or slightly
lower for CCs as compared to SCs (+0.5 %, +1.1 %, −8.1 %
and −6.9 % for the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm CC, respectively), see
Fig. 11b. However, when CCs are form-fitted to the balloon
and compared to the flat SCs, a considerable SNR gain can
be observed (+40.5 %, +18.0 %, +11.1 % and +10.6 % for
the 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm CC, respectively), see Fig. 11b.

Standing wave patterns occurring in both B+
1 /

√
P and SNR

maps, which are more pronounced for larger coil sizes, can be
explained by the electrical properties and dimensions of the
phantom. For a wavelength (≈11 cm) smaller than the phan-
tom size and low sample conductivity, resulting in a skin depth
larger than the phantom size, the forward and reflected wave
can create EM interference patterns. Alternatively, dielectric
phantom resonances could be the cause for standing wave
patterns [51].

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, the design concept for multi-turn multi-gap
coaxial RF coils is presented. An equivalent circuit is modeled;
theoretical solutions for CCs are calculated for five common
B0 field strengths and different coil sizes. Surface current
density simulations are performed to analyze the three distinct
conductor parts of a CC. SAR simulations conducted for
7 T Tx/Rx CCs and SCs demonstrate similar performance
of both coil types. The study focused on a proof-of-concept
of employing (MTMG-)CCs in Rx-only mode at 3 T and
Tx/Rx mode at 7 T MRI. CCs with 4, 7, 10 and 15 cm coil

diameters were fabricated from commercially available non-
magnetic coaxial cables. During bench and MRI tests, they
demonstrate robustness upon bending as well as B+

1 /
√

P and
SNR improvement (7 T) or no significant SNR loss (3 T) when
form-fitted to a balloon sample as compared to flat standard
copper loop coils.

One of the causes for deviations between measured, cal-
culated and simulated f0 is most likely the limited accuracy
of handmade gap construction, where asymmetries and gap
length variations might shift f0. Also, the equivalent circuit
model does not account for stray capacitance at the gaps.
The fabricated CC geometries slightly deviate from simulated
ones, e.g. the multi-turn CC geometry was modeled as a
helical structure and the conductor material was assumed to
be solid copper for all coils although some conductors may in
reality be braided and/or coated by other materials. Neverthe-
less, calculated resonance frequencies sufficiently match the
measured results, so that the equivalent circuit was deemed
valid to be used for finding suitable MTMG-CC designs for
a target resonance frequency and desired coil diameter. In the
choice of coaxial structures used in this work, an emphasis
was put on flexibility and commercial availability of the cable.
This comes with advantages, e.g. easier reproducibility and
fast prototyping but also with drawbacks, e.g. soldering joints
along the loop to re-connect the outer conductors at inner
gaps. However, in principle also semi-rigid or rigid coaxial
structures (commercial or custom 3D printed) or other elab-
orate techniques for flexible coaxial structure manufacturing
could be used for coil fabrication. In that case, e.g. the
cable impedance could be varied in an even larger range
and the CC resonance could be more precisely tuned for a
given coil diameter. Furthermore, solder joints along the loop
could be avoided with customized manual assembling of inner
conductor and outer conductor with beforehand introduced
gaps, and a separating dielectric.
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Clearly, additional active detuning components required for
multi-gap coils operating in Rx-only mode impair flexibility,
lead to suboptimal coil robustness and increase coil noise.
Nevertheless, we believe it is interesting to show the proof-
of-concept of fabricating MTMG-CCs for Rx-only use at 3 T
and the implications of introducing multiple gaps on the active
detuning reliability, not least to ensure patient safety when
experimenting with this novel coil design concept. The multi-
gap design is certainly more advantageous for Tx/Rx coils
where additional active detuning components are not needed.
When employed at UHF ≥ 7 T, where standard coils would
require many segmenting capacitors, stub segments between
gaps in multi-gap CCs become shorter (in contrast to the
single-gap coil of same size), yielding homogeneous current
distribution on the outer surface of the outer coaxial conductor
(see Fig. 7), similar Tx/Rx performance (see Fig. 11) and SAR
efficiency (Fig. 8, supplementary Fig. 21) compared to rigid
segmented copper loops.

The characteristics of single-element (MTMG-)CCs could
be more ideally exploited in array configuration: the
size-optimized CC elements achieving optimal SNR in the
target penetration depth, combined with large FOV coverage of
an array would result in a flexible, light-weight coil improving
patient comfort and image quality compared to rigid arrays
with large variations in sample-coil distance. Also, in array
configuration, depending on the application, the single element
coil radius may be rather small and therefore single elements
not necessarily as strongly bent as demonstrated in this work.
Furthermore, in practice, the baseline bending and loading
configuration for coil matching can be changed from flat to a
certain average bending and a more specific load depending
on the anatomical application.

For in vivo use of Tx/Rx MTMG-CCs EM simulations
are required to estimate the specific absorption rate. These
simulations should ideally be based on a finite element
method (FEM) solver due to the fine sub-millimeter structures
involved, as also employed for EM simulations presented in
this work. For heavily populated coil arrays, the computational
complexity could potentially become unfeasible to be com-
puted with a FEM solver, due to the sophisticated meshing
necessary to resolve the coil structures and a human sample.
As demonstrated in this work, CCs could be approximated by
standard loops for H - and E-field simulations, since it was
shown here that the current interacting with the sample and
neighboring coils (on the outer surface of the outer conductor)
is rather uniform and EM simulation results on SAR and
transmit efficiency were comparable between SCs and CCs at
7 T. Large CCs > 20 cm not fabricated in this work could be
interesting for use as Tx coils at 7 T although other coil types
(e.g. dipoles alone or combined with loop coils) might be more
advantageous for large penetration depths at UHF [52], [53].
Although a homogeneous current distribution along the oCo
was targeted in this work (as with most segmented standard
coils), it is conceivable that a non-uniform placement of the
gaps leading to unbalanced current distribution on the oCo [29]
could also be exploited at UHF, in analogy to “loopole”
designs [54], [55] which combine loop and dipole antenna
properties. The 1T1G coil shown in Fig. 7 (see also [38]),

operating far from its self-resonance can cause a similar
“loopole”-type current distribution and might yield improved
performance compared to a simple loop coil, depending on the
coil orientation relative to B0 [54]. Furthermore, the asymmet-
ric current pattern might be an explanation [55] for improved
inter-element decoupling observed in references [29], [38].

As a future perspective, tracking of the flexible coils using
MR-visible materials contained in the outer cable jacket [56]
can be envisioned, possibly useful for localized on-coil B0
shimming or motion correction.

In conclusion, the major asset of MTMG coaxial coils
presented in this work is their low weight, flexibility, and
the fact that the coil size can be chosen (almost) freely for
various B0 field strengths. Implementing the MTMG principle,
the size-restriction of 1T1G-CCs can be overcome, and CC
elements can be size-optimized for a wide range of anatomical
applications. The high flexibility of CCs especially benefits
applications where inter-subject variability is strong (breast,
abdomen, joints, heart etc.) and where standard rigid coils
would usually be placed far away from the anatomy of
interest. Furthermore, the low weight and flexibility allows
the fabrication of versatile, “wearable” coils, increasing patient
comfort.
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